Karen Solomon
How to Get Complete Confidence
from the Bedroom to the Boardroom

Discover how renewed confidence transforms your life.
Whether you want to turn heads, melt hearts or close the deal, Karen Solomon, Speaker, Author, Educator,
Style Consultant and Coach delivers complete confidence from the bedroom to the boardroom. Karen
immediately captures the audience with her warm, down-to-earth, dynamic and humor-filled
presentations. She integrates a solid foundation as an educator with more than two decades of style and
relationship consulting.
Karen’s audiences learn ways to attract the personal and professional success they desire by cultivating
their inner confidence and matching it with their outer style. People leave her presentations with practical
tools to upgrade their lives. Karen’s passion, insight and genuine desire to serve her clients combined with
her ease of connecting and entertaining style leave audience members laughing and loving themselves.

ABOUT KAREN
Karen’s academic and experiential background combined with decades of
personal development, her long term successful marriage and subsequent
amicable divorce have prepared her to assist others in navigating their life
transitions. A grateful two time breast cancer survivor, Karen advocates for
women going through similar journeys. Her signature seminar Men, Sex &
Money® along with her consulting practice focus on the connection between
communication, sensuality, sexuality, financial clarity and pleasure, particularly
when starting over in mid-life. Karen has presented to groups ranging from
recent college grads to women from 45 countries at W.I.N. (Women's
International Networking Conference) in Rome. She lives in San Diego, CA and is
happy to travel to you.
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Karen's Signature Talks
Sexy, Sassy & Starting Over ~ Recipes for Your Sweet & Savory Next Chapter
It's common for women to start over in midlife. Whether you're divorced, retired, your kids have left home, you're grieving
the loss of a loved one, or maybe still married but no longer passionate, life as you've known it has changed. Navigating
this new, unfamiliar territory can be lonely and overwhelming. This hopeful, inspiring and humor-filled talk will provide
practical tools to help design a fulfilling and irresistible new life.

Your attendees will leave this interactive talk:
• Feeling deeply seen and connected with like minded women
• Having more clarity about their past, ready to make new, healthy choices moving forward
• Excited to roll up their sleeves and start their next chapter

Clothing, Confidence & Charisma ~ Keys to Your Success Appeal
Since it's true that you don't get a second chance to make a good first impression, how you present yourself to the world is
important. Your clothing, posture, body language, hairstyle and smile are all means of communication. This fun, interactive
presentation provides style and wardrobe strategies to help you look and feel your best.

Participants leave with:
• Ten tips to look their best
• Sure-fire ways to cultivate and project personal confidence
• A sweet and spicy checklist for developing charisma

Men, Sex & Money® ~ Design Your Life Your Way
As women, being deeply related, expressing ourselves freely, and being fulfilled are the very fiber of our being, our

Testimonials
“Karen Solomon took great care
to understand her audience and
was able to convey a message
that resonated deeply. Karen's
style was direct, she carefully
chose words that would have
the most impact and infused her
talk with humor that was
authentic and relevant.”
Penny Vanderwolk
Fund Development and Community
Relations Manager
Sutter Medical Center of Santa Rosa

_________________________
“Karen Solomon covered all the
components for a quality
presentation; she was prepared,
thorough, inspiring and very
entertaining. Not only did Karen
share valuable information, she
gave a visual presentation that
continues to stick in my mind. I
highly recommend Karen for a
keynote or breakout session at
your event.”
Karen Halseth, President
Connections: A Forum For Women In
Business
Santa Rosa, CA

______________________

essential nature. Yet we often compromise our deepest desires, sell ourselves short or simply don’t ask for what we want
even in our most intimate relationships. This can be especially true regarding sex, money and the men in our lives. In
school we learned everything academic, yet little time or attention was devoted to teaching us the communication skills
necessary for healthy relationships.

“Karen's humorous, assertive
and straightforward approach,
combined with her savvy sense
of style really got the job done.”
Rick Phillips, Executive Director,
Community Matters, Sebastopol, CA

This program, offered in various formats ranging from a single keynote to a 3 day seminar to a 6 month in depth program,

_______________________

addresses the core issue of women clarifying what they truly desire, then learning how to communicate with the men in

“Karen's dynamic and
interactive presentation to our
customers was excellent! Her
humorous, informative style
was professional and tailored to
our audience.

their lives, leading to more fulfilling relationships.

Women leave this rich, interactive conversation filled with heart and humor:
• Feeling deeply seen and connected to the other women participants
• Having clarity about their criteria for intimate relationships
• Knowing three communication skillsets designed to make conversation with men easy

Book Karen for your next event today!
415-755-7787

karen@successappeal.com

Mary and Tessa Grul, Owners
Dressers Boutique, Sebastopol, CA

